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Introduction 

In an age when relationships between individuals and organizations are getting 

more & more complex, it is not enough only to have an excellent academic record.  

Being good at number crunching and scoring high marks in subjects are not the only 

criteria for success in professional or personal life.  The ability to deal with ones feelings 

and understand the feelings of others in any given situation helps one to complement 

knowledge with human values. 

NSS activities are imparted to fine tune the students attitudes, values, beliefs, 

motivation desires, feelings, eagerness to learn, willingness to share and embrace new 

ideas, goal orientation, flexibility, persuasion, futuristic thinking, compassion, and 

various skill sets of communication, etiquette and manners so that they will be able to 

deal with different situations responsibility, which strengthen the student from within. 

Their skills empower them to understand “Who they are” and how best they can come 

across as competent individuals in any given situation. It helps the student to grow as a 

key leader in the establishment. Technical professionals need a combination of technical 

skills, business skills, and interpersonal skills. If a technically proficient Engineer is not 

willing to expand expertise into leadership, maybe he or she is not the best fit for an 

eventual Managerial role. 

The programmes implemented in NSS Technical Cell Kerala was revamped as 

curriculum related NSS activities with a vision-‘to mould ‘Social Engineers’ who 

knows the pulse of the community and would be able to act accordingly” Our motto is- 

‘to make the campuses community related and to reduce the space between the 

community and technical campuses’. 

Within the Indian industry, there is a definite move towards integration of 

academics with the Soft-skill needs including Social Commitment, Communication and 

Teamwork. Industries have started collaborating in a structured way with academia 

thereby resulting in a win-win situation. 
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 The scope and impact of roles keep increasing as careers progress and therefore 

the specific interventions and methods to augment Social Service and related soft-skills 

need to be carefully planned. A Harvard University study revealed that 85% of jobs & 

promotions happened because of the candidate’s attitude and only 15% due to the store 

of information he or she possessed. 

 A study across four engineering service industries in India revealed the top 

challenges as - Not asking enough questions, assuming customer / authority figure is 

always right, Being afraid to ask questions and assuming everything is understood based 

on whatever customer has told us. 

 As a result of globalization along with technical excellence, newer skills like 

knowledge of interacting with trans-national culture, creativity and innovation (why, 

what-if) are emerging in the space of engineering services. Traditional Soft-skills 

continue to be relevant and these include adaptability, open-mindedness, problem 

solving, decision making, communication skills, self learning and knowledge discovery, 

empathy and team work, motivation and attitude encompassing initiative, perseverance 

in adversity and ability to motivate self and others. Along with the above qualities 

employees and entrepreneurs are required to have essential social skills like 

commitment, social responsibility, empathy etc to grow as a successful ‘Social 

Engineer’ 

 Each institution has to create suitable platforms for interactive sessions with the 

executives from Industry/Business/Service sector to provide exposure to the students and 

faculty on current organizational practices using the NSS Platform. It is well known in 

the Engineering academic circle, that students generally consider placement as a major 

objective of their education. But in the current scenario, more than employability skills, 

entrepreneurial skills are to be focused in students. So the institution should have the 

responsibility to maintain, on a continuous basis, beneficial relationships with the 

industry. Here we can utilize the sources from former students of each institutions who 
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are now working in different positions in various organizations and running successful 

enterprises. 

The changing business scenario today has resulted in specific profession related 

social skills assuming importance, as shown below 

Services: Skills Linkage. 

Project management: Team work, assertiveness, and execution excellence.  

Integrated Product Team (IPT), Concurrent engineering: verbal communication 

Quality systems and processes: Mindset, attitude, attention to details, assertiveness- 

including ability to say no when appropriate, Integrity, Honesty, Forthrightness in 

admitting mistakes. 

Global project teams: Etiquettes, Cultural sensitivity, Willingness to seek help.  

Rapid changes in enterprises and technology: Stress (self) management, flexibility, 

adaptability, change management.  

Innovation / Productivity improvement: Open, inquisitive mind, creativity.  

Current Scenario 

1. The products from our Engineering Colleges lack of confidence to face the 

situations. 

2. More than 60% Engineering Degree holders are not placed appropriately. 

3. Almost 30-50% of vacancies are left in different companies. 

4. As far as the industrial environment in India is considered, it is found that the 

existing curriculum and co- curricular activities of Engineering Institutions are not 

up to the expectation of Industries / Business organizations / Holistic 

Development aspect of the Nation. 

5. The corporate world look forward to Engineering Institutions for high quality 

employable personals with relevant and practical decision making and problem 
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solving skills. The success of any industry depends on the availability of 

innovative human resources capable of contributing to enhanced productivity. 

Objectives of NSS in the curriculum: 

1. To improve the efficiency of the students. 

2. Character Moulding 

3. To set long term and short term attainable realistic goals. 

4. To acquire advanced awareness of career options in each field. 

5. To remould the students behavior with assertive skills and positive attitudes. 

6. To enhance the reading, learning, communication, presentation & interpersonal 

skills. 

7. To enhance the employability through different interactive sessions. 

8. To prepare impressive C V with international standards. 

9. To practice contemporary Interview techniques. 

10. To provide the right placement opportunities. 

11. To become an effective Engineer/Designer / Entrepreneur.  

12. To mould citizens who uphold Values, show at most Social Commitment, who are 

obliged to Sustainable Development 

 Brief Introduction about NSS 
 

In India, the idea of involving students in the task of national service dates back to 

the times of Mahatma Gandhi, the father of the nation. The central theme which he tried 

to impress upon his student audience time and again, was that they should always keep 

before them, their social responsibility. The first duty of the students should be, not to 

treat their period of study as one of the opportunities for indulgence in intellectual 

luxury, but for preparing themselves for final dedication in the service of those who 
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provided the sinews of the nation with the national goods & services so essential to 

society. Advising them to form a living contact with the community in whose midst their 

institution is located, he suggested that instead of undertaking academic research about 

economic and social disability, the students should do “something positive so that the 

life of the villagers might be raised to a higher material and moral level”. 

On September 24, 1969, the then Union Education Minister Dr. V.K.R.V. Rao, 

launched the NSS programme as a result of discussions ad studies at various academic 

and administrative levels by eminent personalities such as Dr. S Radhakrishnan,  

Prof. K.G. Saiyidain, Dr. D S Kothari, Dr. C D Deshmukh etc. It was appropriate that 

the programme was started during the Gandhi Centenary Year as it was Gandhiji who 

inspired the Indian youth to participate in the movement for Indian independence and the 

social uplift of the downtrodden masses of our nation. 

The cardinal principle of the programme is that it is organised by the students 

themselves and both students and teachers through their combined participation in social 

service, get a sense of involvement in the tasks of national development. Besides, the 

students, particularly, obtain work experience which might help them to find avenues of 

self-employment or employment in any organisation at the end of their university career. 

Community service rendered by university level students has covered several 

aspects like adoption of villages for intensive development work, carrying out the 

medico-social surveys, programmes of mass immunization, sanitation drives, skill 

development programmes, life skill programmes, energy conservation programmes, 

different kinds of technical training programmes, adult education programmes for the 

weaker sections of the community, blood donation, water conservation programmes, 

waste management programmes, employment generation programmes, helping homeless 

families, environment enrichment programmes, helping patients in hospitals, helping 

inmates of orphanages and the physically handicapped etc. 
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The overall aim of National Service Scheme is to give an extension dimension to 

the higher education system and orient the student youth to community service while 

they are studying in educational institution. The reason for the formulation of this 

objective is the general realization that the college level students have a tendency to get 

alienated from the village masses which constitute the majority of the population of the 

country. The educated youth who are expected to take the reins of administration in 

future are found to be unaware of the problems of the village community and in certain 

cases are indifferent towards their needs and problems. Therefore it is necessary to 

arouse the social conscience of the students, and to provide them an opportunity to work 

with the people in the villages and slums. It is felt that their interaction with the common 

villagers and slum dwellers will expose them to the realities of life and bring about a 

change in their social perception. 

Objectives: 

The objectives of NSS are to:  

i. understand the community in which they work 

ii. understand themselves in relation to their community; 

iii. identify the needs and problems of the community and involve them in problem 

solving process; 

iv. develop among themselves a sense of social and civic responsibility; 

v. utilize their knowledge in finding practical solution to individual and community 

problems; 

vi. develop competence required for group living and sharing of responsibilities; 

vii. gain skills in mobilizing community participation; 

viii. acquire leadership qualities and democratic attitude; 

ix. develop capacity to meet emergencies and natural disasters and 
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x. practice national integration and social harmony. 

The Motto 

The motto or watchword of the National Service Scheme is :  

‘NOT ME BUT YOU’. This reflects the essence of democratic living and upholds the 

need for selfless service and appreciation of the other person’s point of view and also to 

show consideration for fellow human beings. It underlines that the welfare of an 

individual is ultimately dependent on the welfare of society on the whole. Therefore, it 

should be the aim of the NSS to demonstrate this motto in its day-to-day programme. 

NSS Symbol 

The symbol of the National Service Scheme, is based on the ‘Rath’ wheel of the 

Konark Sun Temple situated in Orissa. These giant wheels of the Sun Temple portray 

the cycle of creation, preservation and release, and signify the movement in life across 

time and space. The design of the symbol, a simplified form of the Sun-chariot wheel 

primarily depicts movement. The wheel signifies the progressive cycle of life. It stands 

for continuity as well as change and implies the continuous striving of NSS for social 

transformation and up-liftment. 

NSS Badge 

The NSS symbol is embossed on the NSS badge. The NSS volunteers wear it 

while undertaking any programme of community service. The Konark wheel in the 

symbol has eight bars which represent the 24 hours of the day. Hence, the badge reminds 

the wearer to be in readiness for service of the nation round the clock i.e. for 24 hours. 

The red colour in the badge indicates that the NSS volunteers are full of blood i.e. lively, 

active, energetic and full of high spirit. The navy blue colour indicates the cosmos of 

which the NSS is a tiny part, ready to contribute its share for the welfare of the mankind 

The National Service Scheme was started to establish a meaningful linkage between the 

campus and the community. Mahatma Gandhi, the Father of the Nation, had recognized 

that the country could not progress in a desired direction until the student youth were 
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motivated to work for the upliftment of the villages/community. For Gandhiji the 

villages, where majority of the population lived, represent the country i.e. India. 

Therefore, for the national reconstruction and national resurgence it was deemed fit that 

the students and teachers should be properly sensitized and utilized for strengthening the 

Indian society as a whole with particular emphasis on rural community. Therefore, 

student youth, teachers and the community are considered the three basic components of 

the National Service Scheme. 

Organisational Structure of NSS 
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NSS Volunteer 

The NSS volunteer, who is a college student is the main beneficiary of the 

programme by way of development of his/her perception about the community, his/her 

skill to perform certain jobs, and develop quality of a leader, organiser, and an 

administrator and development of his/her personality as a whole. Through NSS, he/she 

gets opportunities to see the community closely and thus gets an experience of human 

nature in relation to his/her environment. This is how the NSS programme aims to make 

NSS student youth better citizens through “Development of their personality through 

Community Service”. 

Community 

The community provides NSS volunteer the first hand knowledge of living 

conditions of masses to the NSS volunteers and thus, the process of mutual learning 

starts. The interaction of community with students and teachers while on one hand 

enrich the personality of student volunteers and on the other hand help the community to 

improve its living conditions. 

Classification of NSS Programme 

NSS activities have been divided in two major groups. These are Regular NSS 

Activities and Special Camping programme – 

(a) Regular NSS Activity: Under this, students undertake various programmes in the 

adopted villages, college/school campuses and urban slums during weekends or 

after college hours; 

(b) Special Camping Programme: Under this, camps of 7 days duration are organised 

in adopted villages or urban slums during vacations with some specific projects by 

involving local communities. 50% NSS volunteers are expected to participate in 

these camps. Special Camping programme under NSS has been dealt with in Part 

III in detail.  
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NSS Regular Activities: As stated above, NSS volunteers undertake various 

activities in adopted villages and slums for community service. Duration of these 

services is 120 hours. The NSS units organise the regular activities as detailed below: 

a) Orientation of NSS volunteers: To get the NSS volunteers acquainted with the 

basics of NSS programmes, for their orientation through lectures, discussions, 

field visits, audio-visuals etc. 

b) Campus Work: The NSS volunteers may be involved in the projects undertaken 

for the benefit of the institution and students concerned. Such projects cover 

maintenance of public properties, tree plantation, conservation of water and 

energy sources, social audits awareness programmes on drug-abuse, AIDS, 

population education, and other projects 

c) Community service will be  in adopted villages/urban slums independently or in 

collaboration with others in this field, as detailed below: 

a) Institutional work: The students may be placed with selected voluntary 

organisations working for the welfare of women, children, aged and disabled 

outside the campus. 

b) Rural Project: The rural projects generally include the working of NSS volunteers 

in adopted villages for eradication of illiteracy, e governance and digital literacy, 

financial literacy, watershed management and wasteland development, rainwater 

harvesting, agricultural operations, health, nutrition, hygiene, sanitation, mother 

and child care, gender equality sensitization programmes family life education, 

gender justice, development of rural cooperatives, savings drives, construction of 

rural roads, campaign against social evils etc. 

c) Urban Projects: In addition to rural projects other include adult education, welfare 

of slum dwellers, work in hospitals, orphanages, destitute home, environment 

enrichment, population education, drug, AIDS awareness, and income generation 
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projects etc. Professional and technical institutions having NSS may have to 

design appropriate programmes for the community based on the needs. 

d) Natural calamities & National Emergencies: The NSS units are expected to utilize 

the services of NSS volunteers at the time of natural calamities and national 

emergencies for mobilizing public support and rendering necessary assistance to 

the authorities in rescue, relief and rehabilitation. In such emergencies and 

calamities the Programme Officers are expected to take the initiative and offer the 

services of the NSS units and its volunteers to assist the administration. 

e) National Days and Celebrations : The National Service Scheme programmes also 

include the celebration of National days. The purpose of such a provision is to 

celebrate such occasions in a befitting manner. 

NSS volunteers generally work with villages, slums and voluntary agencies to 

complete 120 hours of regular activities during an academic year. The aim of NSS 

volunteers in these areas has already been discussed I the previous chapter. As perthe 

fundamental principles of National Service Scheme, a volunteer is expected to remain in 

constant touch with the community. Hence, it is of vital importance that a particular 

village/slum is selected for implementation of NSS programmes. As the NSS volunte4er 

is to live with the members of the community and learn from their experience during 

his/her tenure in NSS, the village/slum should be carefully selected for adoption by NSS 

unit. 

Adoption of Villages 

Adoption of a village and area is a very meaningful programme in NSS. It is far 

better to concentrate attention on one village and take up the task for development 

perspective, than to fritter away energy in many locations involving too many activities 

which may not be completed at all or where the follow up action may not be possible. 

From this point of view, village adoption programme should ensure continuity of work 

vis-à-vis sustained action, evaluation and follow up work. 
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Contacting Village/Area Leaders 

As a first step in this programme, it is necessary to establish contact with more 

than one village which would help to select a village where ‘Leadership’ is well 

established. In other words, selecting a village with proper leadership is very important 

as the sustained follow up action and evaluation is ensured in such places. To start with, 

the NSS unit can take the help of the Block/ Grama Panchayath Authorities, District 

Tribal Welfare Officer, District Medical Officer, Extension Officer of Agriculture, 

Irrigation and Education Departments for the selection of the village. It is to be noted 

that the selected villages should be within eight kilometers from the college so that 

constant contact can easily be made. 

Survey of the Village/Area 

Before drawing up the plan of action, it is absolutely necessary to conduct a 

comprehensive survey of few villages situated at a short distance from the college. The 

report of such a survey will provide up-to-date information about the problems and 

potentials of the village and help in programme planning for village development. The 

applied field work will help the students to increase their analytical ability and deepen 

their thinking. Further, this will help them to identify the problems which have been left 

unnoticed.  

Identification of Problem(s) 

It is on the basis of this need assessment that projects/programmes are to be 

formulated. The programme officers should use their discretion and should identify the 

projects which can be completed by seeking assistance from the communities/other 

agencies.  

As the aim of adoption of village or area is to give new ideas of development to 

the villagers which would improve their living conditions. Once the trust of the 

communities is won, they start cooperating with the NSS volunteers and approach them 

for solution of their problems. One of the important service that can be rendered by NSS 
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volunteers is disseminating information about the latest developments in agriculture, 

watershed management, wastelands development, non-conventional energy, low cost 

housing, sanitation, nutrition and personal hygiene, schemes for skill development, 

income generation, government schemes, legal aid, consumer protection and allied field. 

A liaison between government and other development agencies like Banks, IRDP, ICDS, 

NREP, etc. can also be made. 

The Programme Officers (PO) should motivate the communities to involve 

themselves with NSS for the community development work undertaken by the NSS unit. 

Further he or she will have to seek the help of various government departments and 

agencies for technical advice and financial assistance. Therefore, he/she must establish 

good rapport with the government officials and development agencies.  

 A Scheme of NSS Activities in tune with the Engineering Education Curriculum 

is proposed as follows. 

Scheme 

Kerala Technological University envisage to integrate this with curriculum so that NSS 

volunteers will get moulded to a more committed and social responsible 

engineers.  

KTU has allotted academic time for NSS and other activities in the curriculum 2 Hours 

per week in all semesters.  The practice being followed by other Universities and 

Directorates is that NSS volunteers find time during their leisure and holidays for 

community service as per the NSS Manual. This practice is meant for engaging 

the youth energy round the clock.  The proposed Scheme of NSS Activities is a 

careful mixture of both the allotted time and off time activities of volunteers 

throughout their course of study.  

According to NSS Manual the programme is two years voluntary service. NSS 

Volunteers achieve their volunteership only on completion of designated 

minimum 120 hours of community service per year and participation a seven day 
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special camp during 3rd to 6th semester in Engineering Colleges. Volunteers will 

get NSS Certificate and recommendation for Grace Mark only on meeting these 

criteria successfully. It is designed as a co-curricular activity.  

The proposed sessions can be handled by NSS Programme officers and expert faculty 

available in colleges and surrounding community. 

NSS provide wonderful opportunities for students to attend programmes like  Republic 

Day Parade Camp,  Pre RD Camp, National and International Seminars,   

International Youth Exchange Programmes,  National Integration Camps, Mega 

Camps, National Adventure Camps, Inter University  and State Level Camps etc. 

Also as part of capacity building, the students may be entrusted with coordination 

of various government projects. 
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SEMESTER 1 

Theme PERIODS 

Induction Programme 2 

Goal Setting 2 

Positive Mental Attitude 2 

Volunteerism – Community and beyond 2 

General Orientation about Community Service 6 

Self Awareness 2 

Aims and Objectives of NSS 4 

Value Education 6 

Socio Economic Survey in Adopted Village 4 

Report preparation of Socio Economic Survey in Adopted Village 4 

Preparation of Action Plan 4 

Adopted Village Visit 2 

Agricultural Activities 8 

Special Project Implementation 10 

Observation of Important Days 4 

Cultural Talent Expression 2 

TOTAL 64 

Note: NSS Activities are to be carried out in such a way that 2 hours per week is allotted time in the 
curriculum. Remaining time shall be arranged by the volunteers from their off time and holidays 
in the semester. 

 

Induction Programme: Induction programme is intended to introduce the newly enrolled NSS 

Volunteers to identify the NSS fraternity and internalize the importance of social service 

aspect in their personal growth. Also the role of Social Engineer in reconstruction of the 

Nation 

Goal Setting involves establishing specific, measurable and time-targeted objectives. Work on 

the theory of goal-setting suggests that it’s an effective tool for making progress by 

ensuring that participants in a group with a common goal are clearly aware of what is 

expected from them if an objective is to be achieved 

Positive mental attitude is the belief that one can increase achievement through optimistic 

thought processes. A positive attitude comes from observational learning in the 

environment and is partially achieved when a vision of good natured change in the mind 
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is applied toward people, circumstances, events, or behaviors. Since it is difficult to 

quantify (measure) the effects of a positive mental attitude, it can be considered a 

philosophy and a way to approach life. 

Volunteerism – is the process of committing voluntary service for the betterment of the 

community and beyond. 

General Orientation about Community Service will give the volunteers a chance to get to 

know the history and growth of CSS programme,  

Aims and objectives of NSS. This session is intended to make volunteers familiarize the 10 

aims and objectives of NSS as  

(i) To understand the community in which they work;  

(ii) To understand themselves in relation to their community;  

(iii) To identify the needs and problems of the community and involve them in 

problem solving process.  

(iv) To develop among themselves a sense of social and civic responsibility;  

(v) To utilise their knowledge in finding practical solution to individual and 

community problems 

(vi) To develop competence required for group-living and sharing of responsibilities: 

(vii) To gain skills in mobilising community participation;  

(viii) To acquire leadership qualities and democratic attitude;  

(ix) To develop capacity to meet emergencies and natural disasters; and  

(x) To practice national integration and social harmony 

Value education aims to achieve two basic outcomes: Helping students to better understand 

the values that guide their own daily lives, and contributing to changes in values held 

collectively by communities and personally by individuals. 

Self-Awareness is the capacity for introspection and the ability to recognize oneself as an 

individual separate from the environment and other individuals. 

Socio Economic Survey of Adopted Village – Village Adoption is mandatory for each NSS 

Unit. Through this each NSS Volunteer will get a chance to interact with the community 

he lives in and identify the needs of it through socio economic surveys and community 

interaction.  
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Report preparation of Socio Economic Survey – Survey report will have to be prepared to 

find out the specific needs of the adopted village 

Preparation of Action plan specific to the village needs will be prepared on the basis of the 

socio economic survey report and in consultation with local self government bodies. 

Adopted Village Visit is planned for addressing the concerns of stake holders of adopted 

village about the project NSS is going to implement and to ensure the participation of 

villagers 

Special Project Implementation – is intended for implementing innovative and special 

purpose projects in the fields of Waste Management, Environment Conservation, Energy 

Management, Skill Development, Water Conservation etc. by NSS in the campus and 

adopted village as per the direction of Govt. and NSS authorities.  

Agricultural Activities – NSS believes in Agri-culture, i.e. is farming and other agricultural 

activities are not something alien to the students but it’s a part of life and culture which 

is to be maintained as a lifestyle. Volunteers are promoted to engage in agricultural 

activities and make it a part of their life. 

Observation of Important Days – is meant for making the whole campus and community 

aware about different issues of social, historical and environmental relevance.   

Cultural Talent Expression – NSS volunteers are promoted to express their cultural and 

artistic talents. This specific hour helps volunteers to unearth and identify their artistic 

and performance skills and to overcome stage fear for being a better presenter of 

themselves and their ideas. 
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SEMESTER 2 

Theme PERIODS 

SWOT  Analysis 4 

Character Education 4 

Assertiveness 2 

Leadership Qualities 4 

Team Building 2 

Effective Communication 4 

Body language 2 

Effective Reading Skills 4 

Implementation of Action plan in Adopted Village 6 

Group Discussion 4 

Gender Equality 4 

Blood Donation Awareness 2 

Safety Measures - General Discussion 4 

Observation of Important Days 6 

Cultural Talent Expression 2 

Special Project Implementation 10 

Total 64 

Note: NSS Activities are to be carried out in such a way that 2 hours per week is allotted time in the 
curriculum. Remaining time shall be arranged by the volunteers from their off time and holidays 
in the semester. 

 

SWOT analysis (alternatively SWOT matrix) is a structured planning method used to 

evaluate the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats involved in a project. 

Identification of SWOTs is important because they can inform later steps in planning to 

achieve the objective. 

Character Education The goal of character education is to raise emotionally balanced, 

socially compassionate, and caring individuals with a solid value system. Those 

educators who focus mainly on test scores are in for a rude awakening when larger 

issues arise 

Assertiveness is the quality of being self-assured and confident without being aggressive. This 

is the most desired quality in a team play and professional settings. 
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Leadership Qualities - Effective leaders are able to set and achieve challenging goals, to take 

swift and decisive action even in difficult situations, to outperform their competition, to 

take calculated risks and to persevere in the face of failure. Strong communication skills, 

self-confidence, the ability to manage others and a willingness to embrace change also 

characterize good leaders. 

Team Building is an ongoing process that helps a work group evolve into a cohesive unit. The 

team members not only share expectations for accomplishing group tasks, but trust and 

support one another and respect one another's individual differences. 

Effective Communication is the glue that helps you deepen your connections to others and 

improve teamwork, decision making, and problem solving. It enables you to 

communicate even negative or difficult messages without creating conflict or destroying 

trust. 

Body Language is the unspoken but strongly expressed emotions through gestures and stances. 

Volunteers will get a chance of introduction to body language identification techniques. 

Effective Reading is about reading in a way that allows you to understand the writer’s message 

without spending too much time in the process. It’s also about reading with a clear 

purpose in mind so that you only read material that is relevant. When you’re reading in 

preparation for an essay or for understanding generally, remember that good reading 

strategies go hand-in-hand with good note-taking skills. 

Implementation of Action Plan in Adopted Village – Volunteers engage themselves in 

implementing their own developmental and reconstruction plans in the adopted village 

with the support of local administration. 

Group Discussion – Volunteers will be introduced to Group discussion techniques and use it in 

their regular programme improvement. 

Gender Equality – Volunteers are promoted to practice gender equality measures in all their 

activities. 

Blood Donation Awareness – to inculcate the culture of regular blood donation 

Safety Measures – General Discussion – is meant for the volunteers to get introduces to safety 

measures in daily life and professional life. 
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Observation of Important Days – is meant for making the whole campus and community 

aware about different issues of social, historical and environmental relevance.   

Cultural Talent Expression – NSS volunteers are promoted to express their cultural and 

artistic talents. This specific hour helps volunteers to unearth and identify their artistic 

and performance skills and to overcome stage fear for being a better presenter of 

themselves and their ideas. 

Special Project Implementation – is intended for implementing innovative and special 

purpose projects in the fields of Waste Management, Environment Conservation, Energy 

Management, Skill Development, Water Conservation etc. by NSS in the campus and 

adopted village as per the direction of Govt. and NSS authorities.  
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SEMESTER 3 

Theme PERIODS 

NSS and Community 2 

Roles and Responsibilities of NSS Volunteer – Functional Groups 4 

Environmental Enrichment Programme 8 

Health Awareness Programme 
Campus 
Community 

4 
4 

Other Awareness Programmes in Campus and Community 
Road Safety 
Food Safety 
Cyber Safety 
Substance Abuse 16 

Life Skill Education 4 

Presentation Skills 6 

Time Management Skills 4 

Planning of Special Camp 4 

Observation of Important Days 4 

Special Project Implementation 12 

Cultural Talent Expression 2 

Seven Day Special Camp  

TOTAL 74 

Note: NSS Activities are to be carried out in such a way that 2 hours per week is allotted time in the 
curriculum. Remaining time shall be arranged by the volunteers from their off time and holidays 
in the semester. 

 

NSS and Community - Community is the integral part of NSS Activities. All NSS activities 

are oriented towards the wholistic development of adopted village. This concept was 

developed from the roots of Gandhian Philosophy. 

Roles and Responsibilities of NSS Volunteer –-   

Establish rapport with the people in the project area 

Identify needs, problems and resources of the community 

Plan programs and carry out the plan 

Relate learning experience towards finding solutions to the problem identified, and 
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Record the activities in the work diary systematically and assess the progress 

periodically and effect changes as and when needed. 

Functional Groups - NSS is essentially is a programme managed totally by students. In 

this context, various functional groups are created for the effective unit management 

such as documentation, accounts and book keeping, programme management etc. 

Environmental Enrichment Programme meant for making volunteers aware how dependent 

we all to the environment and how fragile the system is. It is the basic duty of each NSS 

volunteer to sustain the environment as he can. 

Health Awareness Programme - Campus - Community is meant for disseminating health 

related awareness programmes in the community and adopted village, like HIV AIDS,  

sedentary life style diseases, seasonal epidemic awareness and prevention programmes. 

Awareness Programmes in Campus and Community are integral part of NSS Activities. 

Various awareness programmes are effectively implemented through NSS activities such 

as road safety, food safety, cyber safety, awareness against substance abuse etc. 

Life Skill Education - is a structured programme which initiates participatory learning that 

aims to enhance positive and adaptive behaviour by facilitating individuals to develop 

and practice psycho-social skills and function effectively in social environment 

Presentation Skills are meant to be an essential skill for growing engineer. NSS can provide a 

good platform for each volunteer to acquire the skill 

Time Management Skills – is supposed to inculcate the effective time management skill in the 

NSS Volunteers. 

Planning of Special Camp is supposed to identify feasible project and make adequate planning 

for effective implementation of the camp. 

Observation of Important Days – is meant for making the whole campus and community 

aware about different issues of social, historical and environmental relevance.   

Special Project Implementation – is intended for implementing innovative and special 

purpose projects in the fields of Waste Management, Environment Conservation, Energy 

Management, Skill Development, Water Conservation etc. by NSS in the campus and 

adopted village as per the direction of Govt. and NSS authorities.  
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Cultural Talent Expression – NSS volunteers are promoted to express their cultural and 

artistic talents. This specific hour helps volunteers to unearth and identify their artistic 

and performance skills and to overcome stage fear for being a better presenter of 

themselves and their ideas. 

Seven Day Special Camp participation is one of the the minimum requirements for each 

volunteer to be eligible for NSS Certificate. This camp should be conducted in adopted 

village and shall be conducted in residential mode outside the campus 

 

SEMESTER 4 

Theme PERIODS 

Creative Thinking 4 

Decision Making 4 

Stress management 4 

Waste management 6 

Water Conservation and Rain Water Harvesting 8 

Energy  Conservation Alternate Energy Solutions 8 

Skill Development Programmes 12 

Agricultural Activities 6 

Digital Literacy Campaign 10 

Special Project Implementation 4 

Capacity Building Programmes to meet Exigencies and Natural Disasters 8 

Observation of Important Days 6 

Cultural Talent Expression 2 

TOTAL 82 

Note: NSS Activities are to be carried out in such a way that 2 hours per week is allotted time in the 
curriculum. Remaining time shall be arranged by the volunteers from their off time and holidays 
in the semester. 

 

Creative Thinking skills are as much about attitude and self-confidence as about talent. 

Creativity is often less ordered, structured and predictable. NSS Provide a good platform 

for creative thinking in various dimensions 
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Decision-making is regarded as the cognitive process resulting in the selection of a belief or a 

course of action among several alternative possibilities. Every decision-making process 

produces a final choice that may or may not prompt action. 

Stress management refers to the wide spectrum of techniques and psychotherapies aimed at 

controlling a person's levels of stress, usually for the purpose of improving everyday 

functioning..  

Waste Management is usually relates to all kinds of waste, whether generated during the 

extraction of raw materials, the processing of raw materials into intermediate and final 

products, the consumption of final products, or other human activities including 

municipal (residential, institutional, commercial), agricultural, and special (health care, 

household hazardous wastes, sewage sludge). Waste management is intended to reduce 

the effect of waste on health, the environment or aesthetics 

Water, Conservation and Rain Water Harvesting activities is related with sustainable 

development. NSS Proliferate the sustainable lifestyle through reducing exploitation of 

water resources. NSS Volunteers should engage themselves in rain water harvesting and 

well recharging activities which is the most convenient and easiest way of eradicating 

water poverty. 

Energy Conservation and Alternate Energy Solutions is related with sustainable 

development. NSS Proliferate the sustainable lifestyle through reducing exploitation of 

energy resources. NSS promote alternate energy culture through instilling habit of 

alternate energy use for a more sustainable future. 

Skill Development programmes –  are meant for volunteers to acquire additional handicraft or 

technological skill which will enable them to have a creative hobby or a skill that will 

help in time and money saving. 

Agricultural Activities – NSS believes in Agri-culture, i.e. is farming and other agricultural 

activities are not something alien to the students but it’s a part of life and culture which 

is to be maintained as a lifestyle. Volunteers are promoted to engage in agricultural 

activities and make it a part of their life. 

Digital Literacy Campaign is for popularizing the digital methods of communication and 

transaction among the public and to enable them crossing the digital divide through 
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digital empowerment. Also, government is digitizing all kinds of public services in 

digital formats and methods. NSS Volunteers empower the community to reach the 

services through digital literacy and awareness programmes. 

. Special Project Implementation – is intended for implementing innovative and special 

purpose projects in the fields of Waste Management, Environment Conservation, Energy 

Management, Skill Development, Water Conservation etc. by NSS in the campus and 

adopted village as per the direction of Govt. and NSS authorities.  

Capacity Building Programmes to meet Exigencies and Natural Disasters is meant for 

disseminating training of various levels to NSS Volunteers to act voluntarily on the face 

of exigencies like natural disasters or manmade disasters. 

Observation of Important Days – is meant for making the whole campus and community 

aware about different issues of social, historical and environmental relevance.   

Cultural Talent Expression – NSS volunteers are promoted to express their cultural and 

artistic talents. This specific hour helps volunteers to unearth and identify their artistic 

and performance skills and to overcome stage fear for being a better presenter of 

themselves and their ideas. 
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SEMESTER 5 

Theme PERIODS 

Knowledge Management 4 

Project Identification for Community Development 8 

Entrepreneurial Skills 8 

Strategic Planning 4 

Industrial Safety Measures 4 

Technology Transfer Programme 10 

Interaction with Eminent Personalities and Young Entrepreneurs 12 

Performance Review 6 

Social Audit in Adopted Village 8 

Observation of Important Days 6 

Special Project Implementation 10 

Cultural Talent Expression 2 

TOTAL 82 

Note: NSS Activities are to be carried out in such a way that 2 hours per week is allotted time in the 
curriculum. Remaining time shall be arranged by the volunteers from their off time and holidays 
in the semester. 

 

Knowledge Management is the discipline of enabling individuals, teams and entire 

organizations to collectively and systematically create, share and apply knowledge, to 

better achieve their objectives. 

Project Identification for Community Development – Identify a feasible project which can 

be implemented by the NSS Unit during their regular programme in the adopted village 

Entrepreneurial Skills is meant to develop entrepreneurial attitude in the future engineers 

through social interaction and convergence. 

Strategic planning is an organization’s process of defining its strategy, or direction, and 

making decisions on allocating its resources to pursue this strategy, including its capital 

and people. Strategic planning is the formal consideration of an organization’s future 

course. 

Industrial Safety in simple terms means freedom from the occurrence of risk or injury or loss. 

Industrial safety refers to the protection of workers from the danger of industrial 

accidents. 
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Technology Transfer Programme is for proliferation of open source and freely accessible 

technology to rural population. 

Interaction with Eminent Personalities is essential in the growth of NSS Volunteers as 

Committed Social Engineers, successful Entrepreneurs and People’s Representatives. 

Performance Review – periodic performance reviews are essential for effective 

implementation of every programme. On completion of two years, each NSS unit shall 

conduct a self evaluation and performance review for strengthening each component of 

their community service activity.  

Social Audit in Adopted Village – being engineering graduate students, the NSS Volunteers 

can contribute to transparent and effective governance at large by conducting social 

audits of every developmental activities, thereby ensuring that the tax amount spent will 

not be drained as kickbacks and commissions. 

Special Project Implementation – is intended for implementing innovative and special 

purpose projects in the fields of Waste Management, Environment Conservation, Energy 

Management, Skill Development, Water Conservation etc. by NSS in the campus and 

adopted village as per the direction of Govt. and NSS authorities.  

Observation of Important Days – is meant for making the whole campus and community 

aware about different issues of social, historical and environmental relevance.   

Cultural Talent Expression – NSS volunteers are promoted to express their cultural and 

artistic talents. This specific hour helps volunteers to unearth and identify their artistic 

and performance skills and to overcome stage fear for being a better presenter of 

themselves and their ideas. 
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SEMESTER 6 

Theme PERIODS 

Business Communication 4 

Group Discussions 4 

Project Report Preparation 8 

Budgeting and Forecasting 4 

Health Survey in Adopted Village 4 

Water Audit in Adopted Village 10 

Energy Audit in Adopted Village  12 

Palliative Care Initiatives 8 

Gender Sensitisation 4 

E governance for Good Governance Training and Awareness 10 

Observation of Important Days 6 

Special Project Implementation 10 

Cultural Talent Expression 2 

Total 86 

Note: NSS Activities are to be carried out in such a way that 2 hours per week is allotted time in the 
curriculum. Remaining time shall be arranged by the volunteers from their off time and holidays 
in the semester. 

 

Business Communication: communication used to promote a product, service, or 

organization; relay information within the business; or deal with legal and similar issues. 

It is also a means of relying between a supply chain, for example the consumer and 

manufacturer 

Group Discussion is one of the most important and popular techniques being used in a number 

of personality tests. It is a technique or a method used for screening candidates as well as 

testing their potential. It is also designed as a situation test wherein a sample of a 

candidate's group worthiness and potential as a worker comes out quite explicitly. 
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Project Report Preparation  session is suppose to make every volunteer work with villages 

for preparing feasible detailed project report for development in the adopted village 

Budgeting and forecasting are vital processes for almost all organizations. Understanding past 

performance and translating that insight into forward-looking targets to align business 

results with the corporate strategy. 

Health Survey in Adopted Village – Conduct a health status survey of the adopted village for 

suggesting corrective measures for improvements. 

Water Audit – conducted in the adopted village for sustainable development and to inculcate a 

positive water culture. 

Energy Audit – conducted in the adopted village for sustainable development and to inculcate 

a positive energy culture. 

Palliative Care Initiatives will help the volunteers in acquiring empathy skills in place of 

merely sympathizing about ill fated human beings among us. 

Gender Sensitisation is the continuation process of gender equality programme 

E governance for good governance – Training and awareness is for popularizing the e 

governance methods among the public and to enable them crossing the digital divide 

through empowerment. 

Observation of Important Days – is meant for making the whole campus and community 

aware about different issues of social, historical and environmental relevance.   

Special Project Implementation – is intended for implementing innovative and special 

purpose projects in the fields of Waste Management, Environment Conservation, Energy 

Management, Skill Development, Water Conservation etc. by NSS in the campus and 

adopted village as per the direction of Govt. and NSS authorities.  

Cultural Talent Expression – NSS volunteers are promoted to express their cultural and 

artistic talents. This specific hour helps volunteers to unearth and identify their artistic 

and performance skills and to overcome stage fear for being a better presenter of 

themselves and their ideas. 
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SEMESTER 7 

Theme PERIODS 

Preparation of CV 4 

Interview Techniques 4 

Remedial coaching for needy students 12 

Digital Literacy and M Governance 10 

Study on Sustainable Rural Architecture 12 

Study on indigenous Technology 15 

Design and implementation of Technology Transfer Project for Adopted 

Village 30 

Observation of Important Days 6 

Special Project Implementation 15 

Cultural Talent Expression 2 

Total 110 

Note: NSS Activities are to be carried out in such a way that 2 hours per week is allotted time in the 
curriculum. Remaining time shall be arranged by the volunteers from their off time and holidays 
in the semester. 

 

Preparation of CV - CV’s are called a variety of things (eg: curriculum vitae, resume). There 

is no universally accepted format. The most important attribute of a successful CV is 

that it clearly explains to the reader what it is that you can do for them.  

Interview Techniques. Facing an interview can be interesting. You may have several 

interviews that will be a learning experience for you. As you are competing with many 

other job candidates, there are some interview tips and interview techniques that may 

assist you knowing how to face a job interview wisely  

Remedial coaching for needy students in the Adopted Village and in Peer Group is meant for 

empowering the unprivileged to dream of and attaining the career heights they never 

would have thought of.  
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Digital Literacy and M Governance is the continuation of e governance for good governance 

programme through integrating Mobile Governance in to it 

Study on Sustainable Rural Architecture – in every aspect of engineering, rural alternatives 

can be found for every technology in its crude form. Sometimes the rural alternative may 

be much more effective in terms of cost and sophistication. Rural architectural practices 

are to be adopted along with theoretical architectural practices.  

Study on indigenous Technology – in case of technologies also, rural and indigenous 

alternatives can be found and they shall be mainstreamed.  

Design and implementation of Technology Transfer Project for Adopted Village is meant 

for empowering the rural people with more sophisticated technologies so that they may 

find their own ways for improvements of their practices. 

Observation of Important Days – is meant for making the whole campus and community 

aware about different issues of social, historical and environmental relevance.   

Special Project Implementation – is intended for implementing innovative and special 

purpose projects in the fields of Waste Management, Environment Conservation, Energy 

Management, Skill Development, Water Conservation etc. by NSS in the campus and 

adopted village as per the direction of Govt. and NSS authorities.  

Cultural Talent Expression – NSS volunteers are promoted to express their cultural and 

artistic talents. This specific hour helps volunteers to unearth and identify their artistic 

and performance skills and to overcome stage fear for being a better presenter of 

themselves and their ideas. 
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SEMESTER 8 

Theme PERIODS 

Total Quality Management 8 

Performance Review 6 

Interaction with Startup Village  12 

Interaction with Industrial Department and financial institution 12 

Developmental Activities in Adopted Village 20 

Rural Tech Fest 16 

Activity Coordination 10 

Observation of Important Days 6 

Special Project Implementation 15 

Cultural Talent Expression 2 

Total 87 

Note: NSS Activities are to be carried out in such a way that 2 hours per week is allotted time in the 
curriculum. Remaining time shall be arranged by the volunteers from their off time and holidays 
in the semester. 

 

Total quality management (TQM) is a management philosophy that seeks to integrate all 

organizational functions (marketing, finance, design, engineering, and production, 

customer service, etc.) to focus on meeting customer needs and organizational 

objectives.  

Performance Review – periodic performance reviews are essential for effective 

implementation of every programme. On completion of seven semesters of community 

service, each NSS unit shall conduct a self evaluation and performance review for 

strengthening each component of their community service activity.  

Interaction with Startup Village is meant for empowering the volunteers to take up business/ 

entrepreneurial ideas to become successful engineers.  
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Interaction with Industrial Department and financial institution will give the volunteers a 

great opportunity in following their passion to become an entrepreneur 

Developmental Activities in Adopted Village on a need based approach in the surrounding 

community by applying their knowledge and information in a technology application 

mode 

Rural Tech Fest is for familiarizing the technological innovation to the rural people that they 

also understand the importance of technology sharing and technology transfer in the 

developmental process 

Activity coordination of NSS by senior volunteers is the most effective way in implementing 

the programme successfully.  

Observation of Important Days – is meant for making the whole campus and community 

aware about different issues of social, historical and environmental relevance.   

Special Project Implementation – is intended for implementing innovative and special 

purpose projects in the fields of Waste Management, Environment Conservation, Energy 

Management, Skill Development, Water Conservation etc. by NSS in the campus and 

adopted village as per the direction of Govt. and NSS authorities.  

Cultural Talent Expression – NSS volunteers are promoted to express their cultural and 

artistic talents. This specific hour helps volunteers to unearth and identify their artistic 

and performance skills and to overcome stage fear for being a better presenter of 

themselves and their ideas. 

 
Prepared by: 

 ABDUL JABBAR AHAMED, Programme Coordinator, NSS Technical Cell 

  
In consultation with 

 Dr. Deepa P Gopinath, NSS Programme Officer, CE Trivandrum 

 C M Shajahan, NSS Programme Officer, HKCET Pambakkuda, Eranakulam 

 Dr. Nisam Rahman, Project Consultant NEST, NSS Technical Cell 

 Manu K K, Programme Manager ASAP  

Jestin K Joseph, SENA Convenor 
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